October 1995

The next meeting will take place on 11th November 1995 at Clare College, Cambridge.

Programme:

- 11.00
  Andrew Curtin: The Class of Orthodox Icon-Painting and the Mediæval Christian Style in mid-nineteenth-century Russia

- 12.00
  Paul Stephenson: Byzantium and the "Feudal Subjection" of Hungary, 1162-67

- 1.00
  Lunch

- 2.00
  Cynthia Vakareliyska: Matching Menologies: Two Fourteenth-Century Serbian Tetraevangelia

- 3.00
  Francis Thomson: A.I.Jacimirskij and his falsification of the work of Grigoriij Camblak

- 4.00
  AGM

AGENDA

1. Chairman's report
2. Secretary/Treasurer's report
3. Election of chairman and secretary/treasurer
4. Date and place of next meeting
5. AOB

Publications received


This last is a supplement to the annotated bibliography in *Russia Mediaevalis*. Dr Beyer-Thoma particularly requests users' comments as to whether it should be published as a database on diskettes or on CD-ROM, and also whether the continuation should appear quarterly or half-yearly. As well as copies of the bibliography he can supply by e-mail, on request, lists of literature on special topics. He can be contacted by e-mail at u9511aj@sunmail.lrz-muenchen.de, or by conventional mail at the Osteuropa-Institut München, Scheinerstraße 11, D-81679 München, Germany.

The *St Clement of Ohrid University of Sofia* announces a two-year master's degree in Old Bulgarian Studies. This includes courses in language (Greek and Old Church Slavonic), palæography, Old Slavonic literature, textology, etc., and appears to be the ideal preparation for the study of the mediaeval Slavonic world. The language of instruction will not necessarily be Bulgarian, but may vary according to the nationality of the students recruited. Inquiries to: Fakultet slavjanski filologii, dekanat - staja 230, S.U. "Sv. kliment Ohridski", bul. Car Osvoboditel 15, 1504 Sofia.